Parent–child role-confusion: A critical review of an emerging concept
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ABSTRACT

We propose that role-confusion or role reversal between parent and child is a major risk factor for a child's development, yet one that has gone largely unnoticed. In the context of an evolutionary tension between parental reproductive needs and child needs for nurturing, parental history and current stressors may affect the ability to invest in parenting a particular child. When adult relationships do not provide adequate emotional and instrumental support to the parent, he or she may look to a child to provide that support. A growing empirical literature across clinical, family systems and developmental disciplines has pointed to the potential for the child to take on the role of parent, spouse, or peer in relation to the parent, such that traditional parent–child roles become confused or reversed and generational boundaries blurred. From a developmental psychopathology perspective, this change in parent–child role relations may adversely affect the child’s socio-emotional development if demands placed on the child exceed the capacity to comply, thus increasing the risk for psychopathology. Conversely, shouldering family responsibilities that are within the developmental capacities of the child may lead to increased self-efficacy and competence. This paper critically reviews the growing literature, proposes a model for precursors to, and sequelae of, role-confusion, examines resilience, and points to directions for future research and preventive interventions.
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Introduction

The parent–child relationship is considered to be extremely important for healthy child development regardless of theoretical orientation (Cox & Harter, 2003; Laird, Pettit, Dodge, & Bates, 2003; Malone, Westen, & Levendosky, 2011; Patterson & Fisher, 2002; Sroufe, 2002; Toth, Rogosch, Manly, & Cicchetti, 2006). How parents (or other primary caregivers) interact with a child influences social–emotional development in significant ways, and deviations may have detrimental effects. One such deviation is role-confusion: when a parent looks to a child to meet the parent’s needs. However, the study of child development has neglected role-confusion, in part because of the use of multiple terms (including role reversal, parentification, and boundary dissolution), which are scattered across multiple literatures (developmental, clinical, and family systems).

The parent–child relationship evolved to protect the child long enough to carry the parent’s genes to a new generation. However, as evolutionary anthropologists such as Hrdy (2009) have pointed out, a parent’s need to reproduce does not map exactly onto a particular child’s need for nurturing care, and may in fact be in conflict. Preoccupied by his or her own needs, including from an evolutionary viewpoint the need to survive, bear children, and bring the largest possible number of children to reproductive age, a parent may be unable adequately to meet a child’s needs. The parent may instead contribute to a family system in which the child tries to take over some of the psychological and social functions usually performed as part of the parental role.

There is evidence that role-confusion appears in the first few years of life, is detrimental to success at developmental issues from infancy to adulthood, and carries from one generation to the next. However, this inversion in the roles of child and parent often escapes notice not only because of the sparse and scattered literature, but also because descriptively, the child who has taken over parental functions may appear precociously mature, and the relationship between parent and child especially strong. For example, a young child may be particularly helpful and empathic toward a distressed parent, a parent may seem exceptionally affectionate when asking a child for kisses, or a parent may seem to be especially playful as a child’s best friend. These factors obscure a cumulative understanding of the effects of role-confusion on child development.

The goal of this review is to bring the significance of this deviation in the parent–child relationship to the attention of developmental researchers and clinicians. We unite the literature under the term “role-confusion.” We integrate theory, review empirical literature, and propose a developmental model for precursors to, and sequelae of, role-confusion. We consider when role-confusion is associated with developmental burden and deviation and when it is associated with developmental progress and success. We review key (not all) studies, provide evidence for stability and intergenerational transmission, examine resilience, and suggest directions for future research. Because attachment theory underlies much of the developmental work on role-confusion, we draw most heavily from that literature while also integrating research from other traditions. We ask four important questions: Which contexts are associated with role-confusion? What are the effects of role-confusion on development? Is there stability over time and intergenerational transmission of role-confusion? Is there evidence that role-confusion may sometimes have a positive effect?

Terminology and measurement

We first discuss the terminology used to describe role-confusion and provide a table of commonly used measures. Terms include parentification, role reversal, boundary dissolution, parent as child, parent as peer, and parent as spouse. What they have in common is that child and parent roles shift such that either the child performs psychological and instrumental functions usually carried out by the parent for the child, or functions usually performed by another adult for the parent. We review the evolution of the construct and terminology in the past 50 years and conclude that, for our purposes, “role-confusion” provides the best umbrella term.

Although Freud did not focus on variations in the mother–child relationship, later object relations theorists brought its vicissitudes to the foreground of psychoanalytic thinking (Greenberg & Mitchell, 1983). In the 1960s, Winnicott introduced “false self” to describe a child’s attempts to hide his or her true feelings and conform to the parent’s needs and expectations (Winnicott, 1962). Also in the 1960s,
"role reversal" was first used to describe physically abusive parents who saw their children as critical and powerful parent figures rather than as small children dependent on their care (Morris & Gould, 1963). In the 1970s, family therapists first used blurring of “intergenerational boundaries” and “triangulation” to characterize inappropriate role relations between parents and children (Minuchin, 1974). “Parentification” was also introduced to describe a child’s taking a parental role towards a parent (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Spark, 1973; Chase, 1999; Flanzraich & Dunsavage, 1977; Jurkovic, 1998).

In the 1980s, additional subtypes appeared beyond child as parent, and the focus on boundaries evolved. The concept of “seductive care” (also called “non-responsive intimacy” or “spousification”), described flirtatious or overly physically intimate parental behavior towards a child that would be more appropriate between parent and romantic partner. A “peer-like relationship” described a parent who is, for example, over-stimulating, fails to set appropriate limits, and plays and squabbles with the child as an equal (Sroufe, Jacobvitz, Mangelsdorf, DeAngelo, & Ward, 1985). Sroufe et al. (1985) referred to all three distortions in the parent–child relationship as forms of “boundary dissolution” in the family system (Sroufe et al., 1985). Importantly, for the first time, the same construct included child as parent, child as spouse, and child as peer.

Also in the 1980s, Bowlby and early attachment researchers (Bowlby, 1988; Cassidy & Marvin, 1992; Main, Kaplan, & Cassidy, 1985) used “role reversal” to describe children who attempt to take charge of the relationship with a parent by behaving as parents themselves in one of two ways: controlling-caregiving (empathic, structuring, helpful) or controlling-punitive (bossy, critical, domineering). In the 1990s, “role reversal” was also used to describe a caregiving role in adults’ accounts of their childhood attachment relationships (Main & Goldwyn, 1991; Main, Goldwyn, & Hesse, 2002). “Role reversal” had now evolved to describe behavioral distortions rather than the cognitive distortions first proposed by Morris and Gould (1963).

In the 2000s, Kerig (2005) extended “boundary dissolution” to include parental intrusiveness, over-involvement, overprotectiveness, and psychological control. The rationale was that boundary dissolution reflects a parent’s failure to recognize the psychological separateness of the child (Kerig, 2005). The term “role reversal,” too, expanded so that it included situations in which a child or parent adopted the opposite role of the developmentally appropriate one, or the parent and child switched roles. It thus became equivalent to Sroufe’s “boundary dissolution,” including child as a parent (controlling-caregiving or controlling-punitive), child as spouse, and child as peer (Macfie, Houts, McElwain, & Cox, 2005; Macfie, McElwain, Houts, & Cox, 2005). In a separate development, “filial responsibility” appeared as the term for child as parent in immigrant families (Jurkovic et al., 2004). “Filial responsibility” also reflects a shift of roles to child as parent but avoids the presumption of pathological outcomes (Ponizovsky, Kurman, & Roer-Striier, 2012).

All the above terms attempt to capture a shift in parent–child roles such that the child takes on functions usually performed by adults: managing and guiding the parent–child relationship, serving as a source of intimate physical contact, or serving as a friend to the parent. However, there are problems with each. “False self” only takes the child’s perspective, “role reversal” seems to imply a complete reversal of roles, which is rarely the case, and both “parentification” and “filial responsibility” refer only to the child as parent. “Boundary dissolution” is a strong contender because it was the first term to recognize different subtypes as part of the same construct. However, the origins of this term are in object relations theories that posit an early merger in the infant’s concepts of self and other, followed by a gradual differentiation during the early preschool years (Mahler, 1974). Thus, it expands the meaning of the construct beyond changes in roles to a parent not seeing a child as psychologically separate. While these parental internal representations are important to explore, there is not enough evidence at this point to know whether a parent’s inability to see the child as psychologically separate accompanies changes in roles.

“Role-confusion” describes dyads in which neither parent nor child takes on his or her normal role (Vulliez-Coady, Obsuth, Torreiro-Casal, Ellertsdottir, & Lyons-Ruth, 2013). It refers to an objective observer’s viewpoint rather than a subjective sense of feeling confused. “Role-confusion” has been observed in mothers in relation to their infants (Bronfman, Parsons, & Lyons-Ruth, 1992–2004) as well as in adolescents in relation to their mothers (Lyons-Ruth, Hennighausen, & Holmes, 2005). The scope of the term “role-confusion” matches Sroufe et al.’s (1985) “boundary dissolution,” and Macfie et al.’s (2005) “role reversal.” That is, “role-confusion” includes child as parent (providing emotional or...
instrumental support), spouse, or peer. However, it comes without some of the problems noted above in relation to other terms. Because role-confusion not only affects a child’s relationship with a parent, but also with both parents as part of a family system, triangulation (when problems in a dyadic relationship draw in a third person) is also included. For the remainder of this review, we will use the term “role-confusion.”

A selection of widely used measures of role-confusion is presented in Table 1. The name of the measure, authors, construct assessed, type of measure, age of participant, and informant are listed under retrospective, parent, child, and dyadic measures. A full discussion of measures and their psychometric properties is beyond the scope of this review. However, broadly speaking, observational measures that involve coding of filmed parent–child interactions provide a rich window on role-confusion and are able to capture the dyadic nature of the construct. However, coding is both costly and time consuming. The obverse is true for questionnaire data, which are easy to collect but depend on self-report, often retrospective. Coded interviews with the child or parent and filmed interactions where coding includes only child or parent behavior, fall somewhere in between.

**Theoretical background**

**Evolutionary theory**

We propose that role-confusion develops from the evolutionary tension between parent and child. Organisms adapt in order to survive to pass their genes onto the next generation, and in mammals, the parent–child relationship evolved to accomplish this (Darwin, 1860). Moreover, Darwin’s theories of natural and sexual selection apply not only to biological but also to psychological adaptation (Buss, 2009). However, there is an inevitable conflict between a parent’s and child’s perspective on how much a parent should invest in a particular child, with a child wanting more than siblings receive (Trivers, 1974). Parents invest in a child based on perceived benefits versus costs, and children, even as infants, are thought to be expert connoisseurs and elicitors of parental care (Hrdy, 1999, 2009), which empirical studies confirm (Beebe, Alson, Jaffe, Feldstein, & Crown, 1988; Tronick & Cohn, 1989). A parent has his or her own needs beyond parenting a child (e.g. for care, comfort, companionship, and help in accomplishing daily tasks), and may not be able to resolve the tension between these needs and the costs of raising a child. One solution is for a parent to raise the child but look to the child to meet some of these needs. Given the child’s dependence on parental care, the child is likely to comply to secure the best relationship possible under the circumstances. Role-confusion thus ensues.

**Ecological theory**

Adaptation is also influenced by context (Darwin, 1860). A stressful context may result in further pressures on the parent that lead to increased need for support from others, so that the parent looks to the child in a role-confused relationship. In an ecological systems model (Bronfenbrenner, 1979) the biological child (including the child’s gender) lies at the center of contexts from proximal to distal that affect child development. Proximal contexts include the relationship between the parents and the child, the relationship between the parents, parental history, and parental illness. Distal contexts include cultural norms. Stresses in any of these contexts may contribute to role-confusion in the family system as a parent struggles to provide for his or her children, and the child struggles to get adequate nurturance and attention.

**Attachment theory**

Within this evolutionary framework, a close attachment relationship between parent and infant is theorized to provide physical and emotional security and to increase the likelihood of infant survival (Bowlby, 1969/1982). Empirical studies find that individual differences in the quality of infant–parent attachment are the products of the quality of caregiving, with a secure attachment resulting from consistently sensitive and responsive care (Ainsworth, Blehar, Waters, & Wall, 1978; Sroufe, Egeland, Carlson, & Collins, 2005). Distortions in the attachment relationship may lead to role-confusion.
Table 1
Adult retrospective, parent-focused, child-focused, and dyadic measures of role-confusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Construct measured</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Informant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Retrospective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Adult Attachment Interview</td>
<td>George et al., 1984; Main &amp; Goldwyn, 1991; Main et al., 2002</td>
<td>Role reversal</td>
<td>Semi-structured interview</td>
<td>Adolescence, adulthood</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Childhood Experiences of Care and Abuse</td>
<td>Bifulco, Brown, &amp; Harris, 1994</td>
<td>Role-confusion (instrumental and emotional)</td>
<td>Semi-structured interview</td>
<td>18+</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Parentification Scale</td>
<td>Mika, Bergner, &amp; Baum, 1987</td>
<td>Parentification</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Adulthood</td>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. History of Attachments</td>
<td>Mayeless et al., 2004</td>
<td>Role reversal</td>
<td>Semi-structured interview</td>
<td>19+</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The Parentification Questionnaire</td>
<td>Jurkovic &amp; Thirkield, 1998; Session &amp; Jurkovic, 1986</td>
<td>Parentification (expressive/emotional caretaking and physical caretaking)</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Adulthood</td>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Comprehensive Filial Responsibility Inventory</td>
<td>Ponizovsky et al., 2012</td>
<td>Filial responsibility, brokering roles</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Parent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Parental Assessment of Role-confusion (based on Experiences of Caregiving Interview)</td>
<td>Vulliez-Coady et al., 2013</td>
<td>Role-confusion</td>
<td>Semi-structured interview</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The Caregiving Helplessness Questionnaire</td>
<td>George &amp; Solomon, 2008</td>
<td>Caregiving helplessness</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Adult–Adolescent Parenting Inventory Version 2</td>
<td>Bavolek, 1984; Bavolek &amp; Keene, 1999</td>
<td>Parentification: reverses appropriate family roles</td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td>Parents</td>
<td>Self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Child</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Narrative Emotion Coding</td>
<td>Warren, Mantz-Simmons, &amp; Emde, 1993</td>
<td>Narrative representations of role reversal</td>
<td>Story-stem completion</td>
<td>3–7</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Family Drawing Task</td>
<td>Fury, Carlson, &amp; Sroufe, 1997</td>
<td>Role reversal</td>
<td>Drawings</td>
<td>4–8 1/2</td>
<td>Self, observer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
Disorganized attachment is one such distortion (Main & Hesse, 1990). Infants with disorganized attachment are thought to experience a paradoxical situation. They naturally look to their attachment figure for comfort and security, but the attachment figure is unable to provide either and may even be a source of fear. The parent may see the infant as more powerful and feel helpless to care for him or her (George & Solomon, 2008). These attributions of undue power to the infant may relate to the parent's own childhood experiences of overwhelming helplessness in relation to an abusive or hostile parent. Indeed, parents of disorganized infants display frightened, frightening, or other atypical behavior toward the infant (Madigan et al., 2006). They also have anomalous states of mind regarding their own attachment experiences, with unresolved experiences of loss or trauma and/or contradictory hostile and helpless representations of childhood attachment relationships (Lyons-Ruth, Yellin, Melnick, & Atwood, 2005; van Ijzendoorn, Schuengel, & Bakermans-Kranenburg, 1999). Given these parental behaviors, the infant is thought to be in an insoluble conflict between approach and avoidance, and is therefore unable to use the caregiver as a source of comfort in times of distress. Thus, the attachment system, designed to buffer the infant from stress, breaks down so that the infant remains hypervigilant, fearful, unsoothed, and disorganized (Solomon & George, 2011). As the child develops, he or she may discover that by organizing, comforting, or attending to the parent, by accepting the

Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Construct measured</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Informant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3. Attachment Classification System for Preschool-age Children</td>
<td>Cassidy &amp; Marvin, 1992</td>
<td>Controlling-punitive, controlling-caregiving Parent–child interaction</td>
<td>2 1/2–4 1/2</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Middle Childhood Disorganization and Control Scales</td>
<td>Brumariu, Kerns, Bureau, &amp; Lyons-Ruth, 2013</td>
<td>Controlling-punitive, controlling-caregiving Parent–child interaction</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The Child Caretaking Scale</td>
<td>Baker &amp; Tebes, 1994</td>
<td>Role reversal Questionnaire</td>
<td>8–18</td>
<td>Self</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Inadequate Boundaries Questionnaire</td>
<td>Mayseless &amp; Scharf, 2000</td>
<td>Blurring of psychological boundaries, parentification Instrumental and emotional caregiving, Fairness Questionnaire</td>
<td>Adolescent Self</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Dissolution of Generational Boundaries Scaleb</td>
<td>Sroufe et al., 1985</td>
<td>Generational boundaries Parent–child interaction</td>
<td>3 1/2</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Qualitative Ratings of Parent/Child Interactions</td>
<td>Cox, 1997a, 1997b</td>
<td>Role reversal (child as parent, child as spouse, parent as child’s peer) Boundary dissolution Parent–child interaction</td>
<td>Toddlerhood, preschool</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Boundary Dissolutionc</td>
<td>Shaffer &amp; Sroufe, 2005</td>
<td>Punitive interaction, caregiving/role-confusion Parent–adolescent interaction</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Goal-Corrected Partnership in Adolescence Coding System</td>
<td>Lyons-Ruth et al., 2005</td>
<td></td>
<td>Adolescent</td>
<td>Observer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a,b Overlap. c Interactions were also recoded from the individual perspective of the adolescent participant.
parent’s undue intimacy, or by serving as a confidante for the parent, he or she is able to gain more proximity and attention than would otherwise occur. Thereby, the child’s sense of helplessness to influence the parent may decrease. Thus, one possible pathway to role-confusion may lie in the child’s helplessness to access parental comfort that is at the heart of disorganized attachment in infancy. However, not all children who are disorganized in infancy develop controlling, role confused behaviors, and not all role-confusion stems from disorganized attachment (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2001).

Attachment theory also proposes that generalizations from the quality of caregiving result in mental representations (internal working models) that inform future relationships. Thus, a child who develops a role-confused relationship with the parent may develop representations of others as needing care and the self as undeserving of care or of deserving care only through caring for others (Bowlby, 1980). Compulsive caregiving may therefore develop following childhood role-confusion (West & Sheldon-Keller, 1994). Moreover, internal working models of attachment relationships may be one process by which role-confusion carries from one generation to the next.

**Family systems theory**

In addition to attachment theory’s focus on dyadic relationships, family systems theory’s focus on the family as a whole also contributes to our understanding of role-confusion. Ideally, parents are supportive of each other and both parents are supportive of the child (Cox & Paley, 1997). Roles are thought to be characterized in terms of a vertical relationship between the parent and child subsystems, and a horizontal relationship between the parents and between similarly aged siblings (Howes & Cicchetti, 1993). In this hierarchical system, parents nurture their children and assume leadership. There are clear generational boundaries between parent and child subsystems so that parental needs for instrumental and emotional support are met in the parental subsystem, while children’s needs for structure and nurturing care are met primarily by the parental subsystem and to a lesser extent by the sibling subsystem. In certain contexts, however, shifts may occur such that parents are unable to fulfill their nurturing and structuring roles as parents and they either actively turn to their children, or their children step in by default, to fulfill those functions (Hartup, 1986; Sroufe, 1989). Vertical relationships become more horizontal and roles become confused (Howes & Cicchetti, 1993). When the child takes on functions typically provided by adults, the child’s developmental trajectory may take a different course, with both positive and negative possibilities.

The emotional security hypothesis proposes a process that may give rise to role-confusion in the family (Davies & Cummings, 1994). Whereas attachment theory addresses the child’s need for security within dyadic relationships with individual attachment figures, the emotional security hypothesis addresses the need for security at the level of the family system. If, for example, there is ongoing and unresolved marital conflict between the parents, a child may struggle with high levels of emotional reactivity and arousal, may interpret the conflict as affecting his or her well-being, and may seek to increase felt security by either withdrawing or intervening to solve the conflict (Davies & Cummings, 1994). Intervening in parental conflict may lead to role-confusion.

**Theory for resilience**

The above theoretical framework implies a range in the types and degrees of role-confusion that are observed, especially in the extent to which the child is able to take on and perform the adult function that the parent is lacking. There will be a range of stressful contexts or parental incapacity that interferes with the parent’s effective performance. We propose that if the functions that are assigned (actively or passively) to the child do not exceed the child’s capacity to cope, it may enhance a child’s development. In particular, when the parent’s difficulty lies in limited domains and does not impair the parent’s ability to act as a source of comfort and authority within the family setting, the effect may enhance rather than distort child development. In specific cultural settings, for example in immigrant families where a child speaks the new language better than the parents, or in large families where siblings must contribute to child care and household maintenance, such instrumental help in the context of loving and authoritative parents may increase a child’s self-esteem and confidence. Thus,
we propose that resilience may develop when the parent’s needs for the child’s support do not exceed the child’s ability to comply.

Clinical perspective

Finally, from a clinician’s point of view, parent–child role-confusion may give rise to a variety of psychological processes in the child, processes that in turn may constitute mediating mechanisms for the negative impact of parental role-confusion on child developmental outcomes. First, the parent of a role-confused child withdraws from a parental regulatory role and fails to provide a sense of structure and protection for the child, leaving the child without a secure base for regulating arousal and finding comfort. Second, the age-inappropriate burden of responsibility for monitoring and engaging the parent is likely to induce feelings of helplessness, anger, and excessive guilt. In some cases, premature responsibility for siblings also gives rise to fear, helplessness, and guilt that the child is unable to provide adequate protection. Third, because the child prematurely enters into attempts to regulate the parent’s emotions and behavior and suppress his or her own directions, the child is less able to allocate inner resources toward his or her own development. This may affect developmental achievements in a variety of areas including autonomy, mastery behavior, peer relations, and other domains detailed below. In addition, when the child suppresses his own agency, thoughts and experiences may remain mentally unintegrated, with a resulting propensity to disorganization in times of stress. Finally, the child may acquire distorted and unbalanced (role-confused) models of relationships that may be maladaptive outside the family system. These distorted models may include not only giving undue support to a particular parent, but also triangulation in the family system as a whole, with resulting disturbances in relationship to the other parent and to siblings.

Model of role-confusion

We now review empirical evidence for a proposed model for precursors to, and sequelae of, role-confusion. See Figure 1. We take a developmental psychopathology perspective (Cicchetti, 1984; Sroufe & Rutter, 1984) such that role-confusion versus resilience develops from failure versus success at successive developmental tasks. We start with contexts known to foster role-confusion, and proceed through child developmental periods from early infancy to adolescence and adulthood.

Context

Which contexts are associated with role-confusion? We examine empirical evidence for role-confusion in contexts that have thus far been studied: child gender (at the center of Bronfenbrenner’s ecological systems model of the effect of context on child development), marital conflict, child maltreatment, parent history of loss or trauma, and parental mental illness.

Child gender

Women are the primary caregivers in most societies and girls are encouraged to show behaviors consistent with this role. Boys on the other hand are encouraged to develop independence (Chodorow, 1978). However, evidence is unclear for gender differences in role-confusion in childhood and adolescence and compulsive caregiving in adulthood.

With respect to gender differences in role-confusion, mothers were more likely to engage in seductive role-confusion with their sons than with their daughters when observed in the toddler (Sroufe & Ward, 1980) and preschool (Sroufe et al., 1985) periods in a low-SES at-risk sample. Moreover, being a girl was associated with self-reports of caring for mother, whereas being a boy was associated with being responsible for chores in middle childhood and adolescence in an urban poverty sample (McMahon & Luthar, 2007). However, no gender differences were found at age years in the large Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development sample, using observational assessments of controlling-caregiving behavior in a normative sample (O’Connor, Bureau, McCartney, & Lyons-Ruth, 2011). Furthermore, no gender differences were found at age 20, also using observational measures (Brumariu,
**Contexts:** Child’s gender, marital conflict, child maltreatment, parental loss or trauma, parental mental illness

**Fig. 1.** Proposed model of role-confusion.
Obsuth, & Lyons-Ruth, 2013), or at age 20 using semi-structured interviews (Obsuth, Hennighausen, Brumariu, & Lyons-Ruth, 2014) in a low-income sample. To shed light on gender differences in role-confusion, it would be helpful to assess child gender differences with fathers in addition to mothers, and to assess all three subtypes of role-confusion.

In terms of gender differences in compulsive caregiving, gender differences are also unclear. Female undergraduates (Valleau, Bergner, & Horton, 1995) reported that role-confusion with their parents as children (child as parent) was related to current compulsive caregiving (Wells, Glickauf-Hughes, & Jones, 1999), but the study did not include men. A second study of undergraduates, 65% female, also found an association between role-confusion with their parents as children and current compulsive caregiving, but found no difference between men and women (Wells et al., 1999). In a community sample, women did report more role-confusion (child as parent) as children than did men. Unexpectedly, however, role-confusion was associated with current compulsive caregiving for men, but not for women (Mayseless, Bartholomew, Henderson, & Trinke, 2004). Although role-confusion may be more common among women, it may have a more deleterious effect on men, perhaps because it is not role-congruent (Chodorow, 1978). Further studies including both men and women would help clarify the relationship between gender, role-confusion, and compulsive caregiving.

**Marital conflict**

Marital conflict may foster role-confusion through triangulation: A parent may seek out a child for comfort and/or a child may intervene to try to solve the conflict. In a prospective study, observed marital conflict at 12 months predicted observed parent–child role-confusion (child as parent, spouse or peer) at 24 months in a normative sample (Macfie, Houts, Pressel, & Cox, 2008). Interestingly, each parent’s conflictual behavior predicted the other parent’s role-confusion. In a direct path, mother’s conflictual behavior towards father led to father’s role-confusion. In an indirect path, father’s conflictual behavior toward mother led first to his withdrawal from her, and his withdrawal then led to mother’s role-confusion. Thus, it seems as though it was a mother’s conflictual behavior that most upset the father, but it was a father’s withdrawal that most upset the mother, each leading to their seeking comfort from their child (Macfie et al., 2008). In cross-sectional studies, too, lower marital satisfaction reported by mothers was associated with observations of the child’s controlling role-confused behavior (child as parent) ages 5–7 years (Moss, Cyr, & Dubois-Comtois, 2004). Moreover, marital conflict reported by both parents was associated with child reports of role-confusion (child as parent) in middle childhood (O’Brien, Margolin, & John, 1995). However, contrary to these findings, mothers of controlling children (child as parent) aged 4–5 years reported positive relationships with partners (Belsky &Fearon, 2002).

All but one study found marital conflict to be associated with role-confusion, despite the use of heterogeneous measures. When parents are engaged in conflict, the likelihood is increased that one or both will rely on the child for emotional closeness and support. However, we need more research to understand how this role-confusion emerges and whether the parent, child, or both are involved in initiating the child’s involvement.

**Child maltreatment**

Maltreating parents’ deficits in their own care in childhood and ensuing vulnerability to environmental stressors are thought to increase their tendency to look to their children to take on parental functions (Howes & Cicchetti, 1993; Pianta, Egeland, & Erickson, 1989). In addition, a child may seek to support the parent and thereby try to avoid further abuse (Davies & Cummings, 1994). Indeed, when a research assistant berated the mother for not completing forms correctly, physically abused preschool-aged boys offered assistance and comfort to their mothers more often than did nonmaltreated children (Cummings, Hennessy, Rabideau, & Cicchetti, 1994). Furthermore, at the level of representation, sexually and/or physically abused preschool-aged children were more likely than were nonmaltreated children to tell stories in which children demonstrated less empathy toward other children, and parents demonstrated less empathy toward children, but children demonstrated more empathy toward parents in a role-confused relationship (Macfie et al., 1999). In the early school years, too, maltreated children told stories in which there was more role-confusion than did nonmaltreated children (Dean, Malik, Richards, & Stringer, 1986). Empirical evidence thus supports early clinical observations that
role-confusion (child as parent) is more likely in maltreating families (Morris & Gould, 1963). However, it is still unclear who initiates the role-confusion, and longitudinal studies are necessary to support a causal hypothesis.

**Parental history of trauma or loss**

Theoretically, childhood trauma or loss potentiates role-confusion, as a parent who struggles to process their experience relies on his or her child for comfort. Indeed, mothers’ self-reported history of sexual abuse moderated the relationship between marital conflict and role-confusion. Mothers with a sexual abuse history and lower marital satisfaction were more likely than were mothers with a sexual abuse history and higher marital satisfaction to report role-confusion with their 5- to 8-year-old children in a normative sample (Fearon & Belsky, 2011). Moreover, adults’ self-reports of a childhood history of parental divorce, neglect and rejection (women), and parental divorce only (men), were associated with current role-confusion in a low-SES community sample (Mayseless et al., 2004).

There is evidence that loss, too, is associated with role-confusion. Parents’ reports of a childhood loss of a close family member were associated with current controlling-caregiving behavior in their children ages 5–7 years (Moss et al., 2004). Furthermore, lack of resolution of loss coded from the Adult Attachment Interview, AAI (George, Kaplan, & Main, 1984; Main et al., 2002) was associated with mothers’ role-confusion in discussing their relationships with their adolescents. Mothers’ role-confusion in turn was associated with their adolescents’ controlling-caregiving behavior during a conflict discussion (Vulliez-Coady et al. (2013). However, these studies all depended on retrospective reports of trauma and loss. Thus, current salience may have been confused with etiological significance. Prospective longitudinal studies are necessary to confirm the effect of parent history on the development of role-confusion.

**Parental mental illness**

Parental mental illness may create a context for role-confusion, as the parent appears vulnerable and needing help. An emerging literature provides initial support for associations between role-confusion and parental alcoholism, depressive symptoms, and borderline personality disorder (BPD).

First, there is evidence for parental alcoholism. Adult females who retrospectively reported parental alcoholism scored higher on a measure of childhood role-confusion than did normative comparisons (Goglia, Jurkovic, Burt, & Burge-Callaway, 1992; Kelley et al., 2007). Moreover, retrospectively reported parental alcoholism was associated with childhood role-confusion in a clinical sample of adults (Burnett, Jones, Bliwise, & Ross, 2006). Second, there is support for parental depressive symptoms. Maternal depressive symptoms were associated with children’s controlling-caregiving or controlling-punitive behavior (child as parent) age 3 years in the NICHD Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development sample of 1364 families (O’Connor et al., 2011). Third, BPD is also associated with role-confusion. Children ages 4–7 years, whose mothers had BPD, were more likely (controlling for current maternal major depressive disorder) to tell stories involving role-confusion (child as parent) than were normative comparisons (Macfie & Swan, 2009). Although limited and in need of replication and extension to other disorders, the literature suggests that maternal mental illness may be associated with role-confusion. One drawback, however, is that all the studies were cross-sectional. Prospective longitudinal studies of parents with mental illness and their children would clarify these relationships.

We have reviewed evidence for the development of role-confusion in specific contexts. Although there are no consistent effects for the child’s gender, stressful factors in the child’s immediate context may make role-confusion more likely, including marital conflict, child maltreatment, parental loss or trauma, and parental mental illness.

**Developmental stages**

We now examine empirical support for precursors to, and sequelae of, role-confusion from infancy to adulthood. All of these precursors or sequelae may be moderated by the contextual factors discussed above. In doing so, we follow the proposed model (see Figure 1).
Infancy

We suggest that the evolutionary tension between the needs of the parent versus the costs of raising a child set the stage for aberrations in parenting in infancy that make the development of role-confusion more likely. A parent may bring representations of childhood role-confusion with his or her own parents, together with current unmet needs for care, to the relationship with an infant. The parent may then feel helpless and withdraw in part from the parental role just as his or her parent did, and look to the infant to meet his or her needs. This in turn makes a disorganized attachment with an infant probable. Disorganized attachment then provides one pathway to the development of role-confusion. Theoretically, the child’s shift from disorganized attachment in infancy to role-confused behavior beginning in the toddler period is one means by which the child gains more control over the parent’s attention and involvement in the face of parental helplessness, role-confusion, or withdrawal. We next provide evidence for these proposed pathways. Alternative pathways remain as yet unidentified.

First, there is a prospective link between mothers’ representations of childhood role-confusion and the development of role-confusion in the toddler period. In a normative sample of 138 first-born children, mothers’ representations of their childhood relationships were assessed with the AAI (George et al., 1984; Main et al., 2002) before their child was born (Macfie, Fitzpatrick, Rivas, & Cox, 2008). Mother–child role-confusion (child as parent, child as spouse, parent as peer) was coded from a videotaped puzzle-solving mother–child interaction task at 24 months. Mothers’ representations of their childhood role-confusion with their mothers before the child’s birth predicted mothers’ role-confusion with their toddlers over 2 years later (Macfie et al., 2008).

Second, maternal role-confused behaviors in infancy predict disorganized attachment. Parental role-confusion can be coded in the parent–infant interaction before it can include a contribution from the child, as the parent elicits comfort and reassurance from the infant rather than attending to the infant’s needs, e.g., “Did you miss me? Give Mommy a kiss….please….please” (Lyons-Ruth, Bronfman, & Atwood, 1999). These parental indicators of role-confusion predicted disorganization of the infant’s attachment behaviors (Lyons-Ruth, Bronfman, & Parsons, 1999).

Third, disorganized attachment predicts role-confusion (for the first time including a contribution from the child), beginning at 24 months. In the prospective study noted above, disorganized attachment independently of maternal representations predicted role-confusion at 24 months, assessed in observations of mother–child puzzle-solving interactions (Macfie et al., 2008). Furthermore, disorganized attachment in infancy predicted role-confusion (child controlling-caregiving or controlling-punitive behavior toward the mother) at age 3 (O’Connor et al., 2011) and at age 6 (Main & Cassidy, 1988; Main et al., 1985; Wartner, Grossmann, Fremmer-Bombik, & Suess, 1994). However, although disorganized attachment in infancy is one possible precursor to role-confusion beginning in the toddler period, this does not imply that every instance of role-confusion stems from disorganized attachment (NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2001). It is simply the only pathway currently to have empirical support from longitudinal studies. There may be other pathways beginning in infancy, and others that begin later in childhood.

Fourth, there is also empirical support for helplessness and withdrawal from the parental role in infancy predicting role-confusion in middle childhood (Bureau, Easterbrooks, & Lyons-Ruth, 2009). On the one hand, maternal role-confused behaviors with infants correlate with negative and intrusive behaviors by the parent (Lyons-Ruth et al., 1999, 2013). On the other hand, maternal withdrawn behaviors with infants may reflect continuing feelings of helplessness. Indeed, this helpless parental stance is a stronger predictor than maternal role-confused behavior of the subgroup of disorganized infants who will become caregiving toward the parent in a role-confused relationship in middle childhood (Bureau et al., 2009).

Although the links proposed in Figure 1 have theoretical support, not all have empirical support. Operationalization of a parent’s own need for care is necessary to explore associations with feeling helpless and withdrawing from a parental role. Moreover, support for direct paths from parents’ representations of childhood role-confusion to withdrawal from the parental role relationship and from parents’ feelings of helplessness to disorganized attachment in infancy is also lacking.
Twenty-four months

The first time we can assess role-confusion in both parent and child is at 24 months. Although an infant is too young to actively care for the parent, role-confusion in the form of child as parent, child as spouse, and parent as the child's peer can be coded in filmed parent–child interactions at age 2 (Macfie et al., 2005, 2008). In a parental role, the child may take charge of the puzzle-solving or storybook-reading session and tell the parent what to do in a punitive- or caregiving-controlling manner. In the spousal role, the child may receive seductive or flirtatious overtures from the parent. In the peer role, the parent may fail to provide necessary structure and support, and instead play with the child as an equal (Cox, 1997a).

Role-confusion at 24 months is concurrently associated with detrimental effects on a toddler's autonomy, a key developmental task of the toddler period (Sroufe & Rutter, 1984). For almost 10% of a low-income sample of 176 mothers and toddlers, mothers' seductive care toward boys was associated with less maternal support, warmth, and help and served to distract the child from task completion (Sroufe & Ward, 1980). However, there needs to be replication of this single study. Mothers' and toddlers' role-confused behavior may interfere not only with the child's autonomy but also with dyadic regulation of their toddler's emotions and behavior that precedes the development of self-regulation in the preschool period (Sroufe et al., 2005). Self-regulation may therefore prove more challenging.

Preschool and school age

During the preschool and school age periods, deleterious sequelae of role-confusion are evident. Key domains of functioning in the preschool and school age periods include self-regulation, peer relationships, competence at school, and the development of representations of self and other (internal working models) thought to serve as templates for future relationships.

Theory suggests that a child learns from the parent how to adequately regulate his or her emotions and behavior during the preschool period (Fivush, 2007; Thompson, 1994; Thompson & Meyer, 2007). However, if a parent is more preoccupied with his or her own needs than with the child's, the child may lack this opportunity. Externalizing symptoms (e.g., aggression, oppositionality) and/or internalizing symptoms (e.g., anxiety, depression) may develop instead.

There is evidence that role-confusion is associated with difficulty with self-regulation, including both internalizing and externalizing problems in the preschool and school age periods. In a longitudinal study of a normative sample of 57 families, each parent was videotaped separately telling the 24-month-old child a story using a book with no words. Interestingly, father–toddler, but not mother–toddler, role-confusion (child as parent, child as spouse, parent as peer) predicted teacher-rated externalizing problems in kindergarten (Macfie et al., 2005). However, in another longitudinal study of children of divorce ages 4–12 years, clinician-rated role-confusion with father was associated with concurrent internalizing symptoms, and role-confusion with both parents predicted internalizing symptoms 2 years later (Johnston, González, & Campbell, 1987). Moreover, in a longitudinal study of a normative sample, role-confusion (triangulation with both parents) at 24 months predicted internalizing symptoms at 7 years (Jacobvitz, Hazen, Curran, & Hitchens, 2004). It is therefore not clear which parent's role-confusion is mostly likely to be associated with internalizing versus externalizing symptoms.

There have also been studies of role-confusion and child internalizing and externalizing symptoms with mothers only. In a normative sample of children aged 3–5 years and 5–7 years, controlling-punitive children had higher teacher-rated externalizing symptoms, and controlling-caregiving children had higher teacher-rated internalizing symptoms, than did securely attached children (Moss et al., 2004). Additionally, in the NICHD Study of Early Child Care sample of 1364 families, at age 3, controlling-punitive children were less compliant, more disruptive, and had more mother-rated internalizing and externalizing symptoms than did securely attached children. Furthermore, at 4 years the controlling-punitive children also had more teacher-rated externalizing symptoms than did securely attached children (O'Connor et al., 2011). Thus, controlling-caregiving behavior may be associated with predominately internalizing symptoms and controlling-punitive behavior may be associated with predominantly externalizing symptoms. Ideally, we would compare role-confusion with fathers with role-confusion with mothers to see if there is a parental gender by type of role-confusion interaction.

A second important adaptive task in the preschool and school age periods is the development of peer relationships. If a parent prematurely draws a child into attempts to regulate the parent's
emotions and behavior, the child may suppress his or her own needs and initiatives, and may lack permission, opportunities, and self-regulation skills to develop initiatives with peers. In a prospective longitudinal study of a normative sample, role-confusion in the toddler period with mothers predicted social problems for girls in kindergarten, and role-confusion with fathers predicted social problems in kindergarten for boys (Macfie et al., 2005). Moreover, in a prospective longitudinal study of a low-SES, mostly single-parent sample, role-confusion with mothers at 42 months predicted difficulty with peer relationships at ages 10–11 years. These children violated middle childhood norms by playing with opposite sex peers and were more unpopular and less competent with peers as rated by camp counselors (Sroufe, Bennett, Englund, Urban, & Shulman, 1993). There is therefore some evidence from prospective longitudinal studies that role-confusion is associated with difficulties with peers, but future research needs to uncover underlying processes.

Third, another key domain in the school age period is being able to function well academically by displaying competence and the ability to pay attention. In seminal work, Baldwin et al. (1982) assessed role-confusion in the form of an unbalanced relationship between a parent and school-aged child in a clinical sample. Baldwin et al. (1982) defined an unbalanced relationship as a parent–child interaction characterized by more bids to initiate interaction by one than by the other to sustain the relationship. Unbalanced relationships were associated with lower teacher-rated and peer-rated competence (Baldwin et al., 1982). However, a drawback of this study is that it did not differentiate dyads in which the parent dominated the initiation process from those in which the child did. Moreover, in a normative sample, controlling children at age 6 (both punitive and caregiving) demonstrated pervasive deficits in academic competence at age 8 despite no difference in IQ compared with the other children (Moss & St-Laurent, 2001).

In terms of difficulties with attention problems, observed role-confusion (triangulation with both parents) at 24 months predicted attention problems at age 7 (Jacobvitz et al., 2004), and observed role-confusion (child as parent, spouse or peer) at 24 months predicted teacher-rated attention problems in kindergarten (Macfie et al., 2005) in normative samples. Moreover, in an at-risk low-SES sample of mostly single mothers, role-confusion at 42 months predicted hyperactivity at ages 6–8 years and at age 11 years (Carlson, Jacobvitz, & Sroufe, 1995). Exactly how role-confusion relates to academic functioning and attention problems is unknown, however. Further work should explore the possibility that the child is preoccupied with what is going on at home or that role-confused children have not developed school-related skills because they have had to be unduly vigilant to the needs of the parents rather than to developing their own directions.

Finally, children’s representations (internal working models) of role-confusion may provide an indication of how they view parent–child relationships and what templates they carry forward into new relationships. The stories of middle-SES children age 6 years who were controlling of their parents (in either a punitive, or caregiving manner) were characterized by helplessness and catastrophe (Solomon, George, & De Jong, 1995). Moreover, both maltreated preschool-aged children (Macfie et al., 1999) and children whose mothers had BPD ages 4–7 years (Macfie & Swan, 2009) from low-SES samples, were more likely to tell stories depicting role-confusion than were normative comparisons. Furthermore, role-confusion in the drawings of children ages 4–8 1/2 years from a normative sample was associated with more marital conflict and with the child’s attempting to intervene (Leon & Rudy, 2005). A representational model of role-confusion developed from the experience of trying to care for a parent in stressful contexts may have implications for future relationships in adolescence and adulthood and for the intergenerational transmission of role-confusion.

Adolescence and adulthood

We find evidence for an association between role-confusion and problems with the stage-salient issues of adolescence, including identity development and romantic relationships (Sroufe & Rutter, 1984) and with the development of psychopathology.

In terms of identity development, a prospective study of girls’ transitions to the Israeli army found that self-reported role-confusion (child as parent) was associated a year later with separation anxiety, enmeshment with peers, nurturance-seeking, and a lack of psychological independence from parents (Mayseless & Scharf, 2009). Moreover, self-reports of childhood role-confusion (child as parent) were associated with students (mostly female) feeling like imposters with respect to professional
achievements (Castro, Jones, & Mirsalimi, 2004). However, there has been no study of males in this regard. Moreover, underlying processes that might mediate the link between role-confusion and identity issues are unknown. One possibility is that role-confused parents rely unduly on the adolescent so that moving away evokes excessive guilt in the adolescent, which undermines efforts at autonomy. Another possibility is that an adolescent has deficits in competence and confidence due to a long-term lack of support from parents coupled with the need to pay undue attention to supporting the parents at the expense of his or her own needs.

In the domain of romantic relationships, role-confusion with mothers (child as parent), coded during a conflict discussion task in a low-income sample of adults at 20, was associated with poorer overall quality of romantic relationships and with increased physical and emotional abuse of the young adults’ romantic partners (Obsuth et al., 2014). We speculate that a role-confused relationship with the parent creates unbalanced representations (internal working models) of relationships, in which the adolescent exerts control and the parent seeks guidance and support. When these representations carry into new romantic relationships in adolescence, abuse of partners may ensue.

In our review of studies of role-confusion and psychopathology below, the subtype assessed is child as parent unless otherwise noted. Three studies (prospective, cross-sectional, and retrospective) found a relation between role-confusion and general psychopathology. Role-confusion at age 13 predicted psychiatric symptoms at age 17 in a low-income sample (Shaffer & Egeland, 2011); role-confusion with the parent at 20 was associated concurrently with psychiatric symptoms (Obsuth et al., 2014); and retrospective reports of childhood role-confusion were related to psychiatric symptoms, mediated by the perceived fairness or unfairness of the support given by the child to the parents (Jankowski, Hooper, Sandage, & Hannah, 2013).

In terms of specific symptoms of psychopathology, observed role-confusion in parent–offspring interaction at 20 was associated with concurrent depressive and dissociative symptoms (Obsuth et al., 2014). Similarly, retrospective reports of childhood role-confusion (in which parents sought intimacy and affection from their daughters rather than from their spouses) among girls ages 12–22 years, were correlated with current self-reported depression and anxiety (Jacobvitz & Bush, 1996). However, Lyons-Ruth and colleagues did not find a relation between role-confusion and major depressive disorder (Lyons-Ruth, Brumaruı̈, Bureau, Hennighausen, & Holmes, 2015). In relation to anxiety disorders, adults with generalized anxiety disorder reported more childhood role-confusion than did non-anxious comparisons (Cassidy, Lichtenstein-Phelps, Sibrava, Thomas, & Borkovec, 2009). However, Brumaruı̈ and colleagues also did not find that adolescents diagnosed with an anxiety disorder differed in their levels of role-confused behavior compared with adolescents with no diagnosis (Brumaruı̈ et al., 2013), nor were differences in role-confusion found in adults with and without anxiety disorders (Bernier & Meins, 2008). Thus, role-confusion may correlate with elevated anxious and depressive symptoms, but its relation to diagnosed depressive and anxiety disorders is less clear.

BPD has been conceptualized as a disorder of attachment, self development (including problems with identity), and self-regulation (Macfie, 2009), all of which are associated with role-confusion in childhood and adolescence as reviewed above. Moreover, in a prospective longitudinal study of a high-risk sample, role-confusion at 42 months correlated with the number of BPD symptoms at age 28 (Carlson, Egeland, & Sroufe, 2009). In addition, young adults who were role-confused toward their mothers in a conflict discussion had elevated rates of borderline features at age 20, as well as more than three times the rates of recurrent suicidality or self-injury compared to non-caregiving youth (Lyons-Ruth, Brumaruı̈, Bureau, Hennighausen, & Holmes, in press). Finally, in retrospective reports, adults with BPD reported more role-confusion than did adults with other personality disorders (Zanarini et al., 1997), and than did adults with depression alone (Lyons-Ruth, Melnick, Patrick, & Hobson, 2007). Role-confusion may be an etiological factor in the development of BPD, but we need further prospective studies to predict a diagnosis of BPD rather than to number of symptoms.

Eating disorders are also associated with role-confusion. Women with anorexia retrospectively reported more childhood role-confusion with mothers and fathers than did comparisons who did not have an eating disorder, and their mothers reported more caregiving and confidante role-confusion with their anorectic daughters (Rowa, Kerig, & Geller, 2001). Additionally, a meta-analysis (Hooper, DeCoste, White, & Voltz, 2011) found a small but significant effect of retrospective reports of
childhood role-confusion on psychopathology in adulthood, and the effect on eating disorders was
greater than on mood, anxiety, or alcohol use (Hooper et al., 2011). However, all the studies on eating
disorders relied on retrospective reports of role-confusion. We need prospective studies.

Overall, there is some evidence that role-confusion may signal a risk for, or be associated with, psy-
chopathology, including BPD. Moreover, because BPD symptoms include eating disorders and dissociation
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013), and because depression and anxiety are highly co-morbid
with BPD (Zanarini et al., 1998), further study of the etiological significance of role-confusion in the
development of BPD is warranted.

In summary, there is now a substantial body of work suggesting that precursors to, first appear-
ance of, and sequelae of role-confusion complicate every stage of development, including attachment,
self-development, self-regulation, peer relationships, academic functioning, and identity develop-
ment, culminating in the development of psychopathology. Importantly, some of the evidence comes
from prospective longitudinal studies. It is clear that role-confusion may affect child development neg-
avatively but this is not widely recognized or addressed. There appears to be a cascading effect such that
problems at one developmental stage potentiate problems at the next.

Stability and intergenerational transmission

The stability and intergenerational transmission of role-confusion may provide further insights into
how role-confusion influences child development. For example, role-confusion that is limited to a par-
ticular developmental period due to marital conflict may not have the same impact on development
as prolonged role-confusion beginning with overwhelming experiences of trauma in the parent’s
childhood.

There was continuity of role-confusion (boundary dissolution) between 24 months, 42 months,
and age 13 in a prospective longitudinal study of a low-income, largely single parent sample (Shaffer
& Sroufe, 2005). In addition, there was continuity of role-confusion (controlling child as parent) between
the preschool period and age 6 in a normative middle-income sample (Moss, Cyr, Bureau, Tarabulsy,
& Dubois-Comtois, 2005). Moreover, in prospective longitudinal work, mother’s role-confusion ob-
served in interactions with her infant predicted her role-confusion in interaction with her adolescent
at age 20 as coded from a parental interview about the parent’s relationship with the adolescent
(Vulliez-Coady et al., 2013). This is remarkable both for the length of time between observations and
because different methodologies were employed at each time point. Thus, it is likely that role-
confused patterns may continue over substantial periods of development, and the degree of persistence
may be an important moderator of later effects on development.

There is also support for the inter-generational transmission of role-confusion. In a study of
at-risk families, mothers who were in a seductive relationship with their 24-month-old children all
reported childhood histories of sexual abuse (Sroufe & Ward, 1980). Furthermore, in a prospective lon-
gitudinal study of a normative sample of 138 families, researchers assessed both parents’ reports of
childhood role-confusion with their mothers (demands to attend to their mothers’ physical or psy-
chological care) with the AAI before their child was born (Macfie et al., 2005). These prenatal interviews
predicted both parents’ role-confusion with their toddlers in a filmed parent–child interaction (child
as parent, child as spouse, or parent as peer), where each parent separately solved puzzles with the
child. In a direct pathway, mothers’ reports of childhood role-confusion with their own mothers pre-
dicted mother–daughter role-confusion in the next generation. In an indirect pathway, fathers’ reports
of childhood role-confusion with their mothers predicted mother–son role-confusion. This suggests
that fathers first married women who would later engage in role-confusion with their sons (Macfie
et al., 2005).

Thus, data from several prospective longitudinal studies, as well as other literature, suggest that
there is stability in parental role-confusion, and that there is transmission from one generation to
the next. Both stability and inter-generational transmission support the theory that representa-
tions (internal working models) of attachment relationships (Bowlby, 1969/1982) carry role-
confusion across the lifespan and across generations. Continuity within and across generations
underscores the need for greater understanding of the contexts and correlates of
role-confusion in the service of designing intervention strategies.
Resilience

We propose that role-confusion has detrimental effects on development only when the demands it places exceed the child’s ability to cope. It may have a positive effect when the demands are developmentally appropriate. Moreover, cultural expectations may play a part. There are notable exceptions to the findings reviewed above that indicate that role-confusion is harmful to children, and we review the evidence consistent with the notion that role-confusion does not necessarily derail the child’s development.

Childhood role-confusion (child as parent) retrospectively assessed in a semi-structured interview was not associated with current distress in men or women in a community study of Israeli adults (Mayseless et al., 2004). Moreover, although more role-confusion (instrumental and emotional), was reported by immigrant German adolescents than by native-born adolescents, more instrumental role-confusion was associated with increased self-efficacy in both groups. However, more instrumental role-confusion together with less emotional role-confusion was associated with exhaustion in the immigrant group (Titzmann, 2012). On the other hand, instrumental role-confusion (self-reported responsibilities for doing household chores or caring for siblings) was not associated with self-reported psychological child distress, while emotional caring for mother was, in an urban poverty sample of children ages 8–17 years (McMahon & Luthar, 2007). These studies suggest that the distinction between instrumental and emotional role-confusion is an important one, and that providing higher levels of support to parents may not be detrimental when the level of support is developmentally appropriate.

A particularly interesting set of findings comes from the resilient outcomes for children of parents with acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Role-confusion (child as parent and child as spouse) was concurrently associated with parental AIDS in adolescents ages 11–18 years, and although it predicted externalizing problems 6 months later (Stein, Riedel, & Rotheram-Borus, 1999), it led to improved coping skills and less alcohol and tobacco use 6 years later (Stein, Rotheram-Borus, & Lester, 2007). In another study, role-confusion was also associated with parental AIDS, but, in contrast to the previous study, had a seemingly beneficial effect concurrently, with low externalizing symptoms in children/adolescents ages 9–16 years (Tompkins, 2007). However, no longitudinal follow-up was available. Thus, by middle childhood and adolescence, children may be able to care for a sick parent without a long-term derailment of their own development, and, in fact, role-confusion may actually improve their coping skills. This again supports the possibility that where role-confusion does not exceed a child’s ability to cope, it may be beneficial rather than harmful.

Perceived satisfaction and fairness may moderate the relationship between role-confusion and resilience. In a 14-day diary study of 752 adolescents from Latin American, Asian, and European backgrounds, average age 15, helping their families with practical tasks was associated with increased happiness in the teens, which the authors attributed to a feeling of role fulfillment (Telzer & Fuligni, 2009). In a second 14-day diary study of 64 of the adolescents, now average age 17 3/4 years, those from Latin American and Chinese backgrounds reported spending more time helping their families with practical tasks than did adolescents from European backgrounds (Fuligni et al., 2009). Although higher levels of markers of inflammation (related to the development of cardiovascular disease) were found overall in teens who helped their families, lower levels were found in teens who reported greater satisfaction in doing so (Fuligni et al., 2009). In a second study, perceived fairness moderated the relationship between role-confusion and adolescent competence (ability to show self-restraint), in that role-confusion was associated with competence only when perceived to be fair (Kuperminc, Jurkovic, & Casey, 2009). Both perceived satisfaction and fairness may be useful proxies for whether or not role-confusion is developmentally appropriate.

In an immigrant family, the child may be the only English speaker and may handle the family’s dealings with the larger world. In a family in which a parent has AIDS, the child may be the only available caregiver. Some children (perhaps younger) may become worried, overwhelmed, and guilt-ridden over this responsibility and their development disrupted. Other children (perhaps older) may actually gain in maturity and self-esteem. Notions of perceived satisfaction and fairness may help distinguish between them, as may consideration of instrumental versus emotional role-confusion. Trying to help a parent feel better, for example, is open-ended and perhaps feels never-ending and hopeless in a way that completing specific chores does not, although too many chores may lead to exhaustion.
Moreover, in collectivist cultures, children helping parents may be more positively valued than in individualistic cultures.

**Future directions**

Going forward it is important to understand the processes underlying the development of role-confusion. We do not know why some children and not others become involved in role-confusion. Specifically, more information on subtypes, contextual risk, child factors (e.g., temperament), putative mediators, and interventions will advance the literature substantially.

In terms of subtypes of role-confusion, our definition encompasses three related disturbances: child as parent, child as spouse, parent as peer. However, most studies either examined only one of them, or used an overall rating that includes all three. These approaches come at the expense of understanding the dynamics underlying each one, and how each may change over time. Moreover, within child as parent, more research on instrumental versus emotional care would be useful.

Contextual risk may be an important moderator of the effects of role-confusion. Because one pathway to role-confusion originates in disorganized attachment, cumulative contextual risk is relevant. Indeed, stressors associated with socioeconomic risk moderated links between attachment disorganization and later maladaptation (Belsky & Fearon, 2002; Bernier & Meins, 2008; Cyr, Euser, Bakermans-Kranenburg, & Van Ijzendoorn, 2010). For example, Belsky and Fearon (2002) found that the effects of infant disorganization at 15 months on child outcomes at 36 months varied as a function of cumulative contextual risk. In addition, disorganization at 15 months predicted externalizing behavior from 1st to 6th grade, but only among boys at high socioeconomic risk (Fearon & Belsky, 2011). In lower risk environments, adequate buffers may be available in the family and community to compensate for role-confusion and prevent maladaptive behavior and psychopathology. In contrast, in high-risk environments a positive parent–child relationship may be more critical to helping the child regulate stress, so that parent–child role-confusion does not lead to emotional dysregulation and negative outcomes.

Child factors, including temperament, may also moderate the effects of role-confusion. For example, we noted above that parental conflict was associated with increased role-confusion. In a study of the effect of parental conflict on cortisol reactivity, a child’s bold aggressive temperament was associated with less cortisol reactivity and more severe externalizing symptoms, while an inhibited and hypervigilant temperament was associated with more cortisol reactivity and more severe internalizing symptoms (Davies, Sturge-Apple, & Cicchetti, 2011). These two temperamental types (bold, aggressive versus inhibited, hypervigilant) may also be differentially associated with the likelihood of parent–child role-confusion under conditions of marital conflict or other stressors. Children’s IQ and personality are other possible moderators of role-confusion that have not received sufficient study (but see Obsuth et al., 2014).

The proposed model integrates current theory and research on precursors to, and sequelae of, role-confusion. Future work needs to identify mediating processes such as self-efficacy, perceived fairness, or excessive guilt. Moreover, few studies of role-confusion have assessed biological effects (but see Fuligni et al., 2009 for an exception). For example, increased stress reactivity in the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis may result if the child feels overwhelmed by the responsibility of emotionally supporting the parent. Increased stress reactivity, in turn, may mediate impulsive self-damaging behaviors and suicidality associated with role-confusion and BPD in late adolescence. More research needs to explore the biological regulatory processes affected by role-confusion.

Randomized intervention studies can be a powerful tool for exploring mediating processes underlying role-confusion. Not only can interventions bring child development back onto an adaptive pathway, they can also test our theories of child development. A developmentally sensitive intervention may normalize the parent–child relationship (Cicchetti & Hinshaw, 2002; Cowan & Cowan, 2002). There are now promising non-randomized intervention data for parents and preschoolers that target controlling-punitive and controlling-caregiving behavior with the Circle of Security Program. The intervention combines education on attachment together with feedback to parents from watching videotapes of their interactions with their child (Hoffman, Marvin, Cooper, & Powell, 2006). However, there have been no randomized controlled trials of interventions targeting parent–child role-confusion. Given the earlier reviewed findings that role-confusion can be reliably identified in
parent–child interactions of 24-month-olds (Macfie et al., 2005, 2008) and in the parent–child interactions of 3-year-olds (Moss et al., 2005; O’Connor et al., 2011), an important priority is to assess whether these early-onset patterns can be changed with developmentally sensitive interventions.

Conclusions

Parents, clinicians, and researchers need to understand parent–child role-confusion and its potentially deleterious effects on development. Children need to be the focus of their parents’ care and protection, and parents need support from other adults and from their communities to manage stress and meet the needs of their children. Research across several traditions finds that role-confusion is associated with failure to negotiate successive developmental tasks culminating in the development of psychopathology. Research also informs conditions that foster resilience and increased competence. Responsibility for performing vital instrumental functions in the family when the child is old enough may foster adaptive coping skills. However, given the clear evidence that role-confusion can place an undue burden on a young child, it is crucial to design early interventions to help the parent rely on other sources of support to bring the child’s development back on track.

In the 1940s and 1950s, a lack of understanding of the critical role of parent–infant attachment led to damaging psychological and physical effects of separation of the infant from a caregiver. For example, an infant in an orphanage ate from a propped-up bottle in a cot, or a toddler went to hospital alone. Yet the problem at that time was invisible to parents, hospital, and orphanage staff (Bowlby, 1951; Spitz & Wolf, 1946). The time has come for a similar awareness about role-confusion, also often invisible due to the child’s seemingly precocious functioning, but also potentially associated with damaging effects.
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